
We welcome you warmly to our 
program!  Hopefully, you chose 
our center because you felt it 
was the right place for you and 
your family, and we hope that it 
will be!  We will do our best to 
accommodate each family and 
ease you in, and Miss Leah is 
always available if you have 
concerns, questions, or are just 

plain nervous!  We realize that this transition may not be easy for 
you, and you may have a more difficult time than your child will in 
adjusting to a new schedule and way of life.  

Remember…you should expect and anticipate this to be difficult in 
the beginning…your child is experiencing things that they may have 
never experienced before, including separation anxiety, nerves 
about being in a new place, and maybe even being overwhelmed by 
so many children being around!  This will pass, and they will 
adjust, with your help and positive attitudes.  Soon enough they will 
be coming home covered in paint, glue, oobleck, sand, and more, 
having had a great day of fun and social learning.  If you’d like to 
talk more about the transition, please feel free to see Leah or your 
child’s teacher for more help! 

A few tips for the first drop offs: quick and painless is the name of 
the game.  We have found that lingering too long makes the goodbye 
much harder on your child.  Come in, sign in, find a teacher and let 
us help you.  We will bring your child to wave to you at the window; let 
them see you smiling and waving and head on out.  Feel free to check in 
with us (as we will with you too!) and see how your little one is doing, but 
please know that tears are NORMAL and that the bonding with our 
wonderful teachers is already taking place at the first drop off. 

We also recommend cultivating a regular “drop off routine” over time; we 
can hold them and wave, blow kisses and make funny faces at the 
window, or many of our children even push their parents out the door.  
As silly as it sounds, it’s empowering to the children to push you out 
rather than be “handed off”…know and anticipate some tears and realize 
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that our job is to help keep your child busy 
and stimulated all day long, which is the 
best way to combat separation anxiety.  We 
are here for them and for you during this 
transition! 

A Few other reminders… 
1. The clear box to the left of the sign in 

sheets contains a file for each child, 
where we will put things like ouch 
notes, tuition receipts, and other 
assorted information.  Be sure to 
check your file if there’s a note on 
the sign in sheet that says “check parent file” or “ouch note”.  
Most of our communication is via e-mail, so be sure to keep 
checking!  Art is filed in classrooms in the art file box.  
Remember…the art that your child worked on art school is 
important to them, even if to you it looks like scribble scrabble.  
Always take the art home and treasure it!  The important things 
is the process, not the product!   

2. Wednesdays and Thursdays are Share Days, the only days that the 
children are permitted to bring toys from home.  Please, no 
guns, swords or breakable items, and please LABEL ALL 
SHARE TOYS!  Books, balls, and music are always welcome, 
but please keep all other toys at home on non-Share Days.  
Thank You! 

3. Please remember to sign in and out each day on the appropriate 
sheet.  Be sure to put the time and your signature, and your 
child’s full first and last name.  Only parents should be writing 
on those sheets, not the children!  They are legal documents, so 
please treat them accordingly. 

4. Kid Time reminds you to never leave children or valuables in the 
car in the driveway, even for a quick drop off or pickup.  We 
have experienced “smash and grab” thefts of purses, etc. out of 
cars in the driveway, even in broad daylight.  For the safety of 
the children please do not leave babies, older children, laptops, 
purses, etc. in the car, and be sure to lock your vehicle when 
picking up or dropping off your child. 

5. Please only use the FRONT DOOR for drop offs and pickups, not 
the rear gate.   
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